Warning: Dangerous Fossil Fuel Investments Ahead
Rally to Show Dirty Energy Corporations Philadelphia is Not for Sale!
December 5 at 9:00 am
The Creese Student Center, Drexel University
3210 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA

The oil and gas industry is hosting a conference to recruit investors needed to build more polluting infrastructure in the Philadelphia area. These outside interests, aided by the city's biggest polluters are targeting our city as an environmental Sacrifice Zone behind our backs.

We the people of Philadelphia - our local businesses, faith communities and neighborhoods - are organizing to keep them out.

Join local business, labor, faith and neighborhood groups Friday, December 5th 9:00 am

Find out more on the Facebook Event here: http://bit.ly/fbenergyhub
To sign up: http://bit.ly/noenergyhub

Let's show these corporations that their dirty energy proposal is a dangerous and bad investment that the people of Philadelphia won’t tolerate!